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Hanging Cubicle Curtain Procedure

1

First you’ll need to look at measurement form for layout and size of tracks.
EXAMPLE

96"

96"

You have this layout and measurements. You’ll need to add both
sides depth and width = 192”. Then you’ll refer to graph “Track vs.
Curtain”. This breakdown will tell you what curtain goes in
this bay. This is only applicable when there are no room numbers
provided on curtain labels. When number of rooms is provided, then
install curtain in room number where it must belongs in. This makes it
easier when doing curtain and where it belongs.

2

Once you have the right curtain for this bay, without unfolding curtain, throw it over your shoulder. Find the
two ends of curtain again without completely unfolding, locate tag or label of curtain. This should be in the
left side of curtain. The side that the patient would see this is where you’ll see stitching or the unfinished side.
Once you have this, locate yourself with your back towards patient or head of bed so you’re looking out of
the bay.

3

You will need to be at arm’s reach of where pull-out is located on track. Start hanging curtain. First side is
always the side opposite of pull-out so if pull-out on left. Start hanging curtain from right to left so to end up
at pull-out, in case you need to add or subtract carriers.

4

Once curtain is hung, work curtain full all the way close. Make sure it closes completely and has enough
fullness.

5
6

Check height of floor. Should be around 8” to 18” of ground, no more than 18”.

Finally, also make sure you cannot see over mesh when standing infront of curtain.
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